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elixir introduces Pipe Dream - New RapidWeaver Theme
Published on 05/18/09
elixir graphics today announced Pipe Dream, their new RapidWeaver theme. Pipe Dream can
be
both fun and professional. Its clean look is great for designing a blog, small business
site, portfolio, and much more. This theme makes it easy to create a simply brilliant
looking site in no time at all. You can easily customize your site with the great set of
theme variations included in this theme. Some of its most distinct theme variations are
its stunning menu bars and beautiful headers.
Orlando, FL - Pipe Dream is a great new theme for RapidWeaver that can be both fun and
professional. Its clean look is great for designing a blog, small business site,
portfolio, and much more. This theme makes it easy to create a simply brilliant looking
site in no time at all.
Some of Pipe Dream's most unique features are its ability to be both a fun, quirky theme
as well as a professional classy theme. You can easily customize your site with the great
set of theme variations included in this theme. Some of its most distinct theme variations
are its stunning menu bars and beautiful headers.
Pipe Dream offers the following page variations:
* 3 Sidebar settings
* 4 Stylish, fun pipe graphics
* 15 Header options
* 3 Header alignments
* 10 Highly polished menu bar styles
* 2 Web page base styles
* 2 Breadcrumb bar options
* 4 Title and slogan font choices
Pipe Dream also makes use of the RapidWeaver color picker. With it you can change the
colors for all of the following areas of your site design:
* Site background
* Content background
* Content text
* Links
* Title
* Slogan
* Header background
Minimum Requirements:
* Mac OS X Version 10.4.11 Tiger or 10.5.2 Leopard
* Universal Binary for PowerPC and Intel
* RapidWeaver 3.6
Pricing and Availability:
Pipe Dream is available now for $12.95 (USD).
Pipe Dream:
http://www.elixirgraphics.com/themes/pipedream
Purchase Pipe Dream:
https://www.e-junkie.com/ecom/gb.php?c=cart&i=254541&cl=732&ejc=2
elixir graphics:
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Elixir is a graphics company located in sunny Orlando, Fl. Elixir consists of a staff of,
well, just one. Adam Shiver. Adam is a self-taught designer with over 10 years of
professional experience. He has created a variety of award-winning media during his
career, including website design, newspaper graphics and layout, icons, online graphics
and other print projects. Adam loves coffee and episodes of The Office. If you really want
to bribe him, you can get him Amazing Spider-Man comics or something Apple. RapidWeaver,
and the RapidWeaver logo are trademarks of Realmac Software Limited.
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